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FBM BOXING ACHIEVEMENTS AGENDA

FOXBURYMANAGEMENT PRESENT

RENKE WITTKE



“BOXING IS THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE. THERE'S 
NOTHING THAT CAN COMPARE TO TESTING YOURSELF 
THE WAY YOU DO EVERY TIME YOU STEP IN THE RING. 

IT'S A SPORT THAT DEMANDS EVERYTHING OF YOU: 
COURAGE, DETERMINATION, AND A WILLINGNESS TO 

ENDURE PAIN"

Joe Frazier



Welcomscreen
NOTHING GETS SOLVED 
WHEN WE FIGHT ANGRY.
Renke "Drago" Wittke exemplifies calm and patience in the 

boxing ring. Known for his strategic acumen and unflappable 

demeanor, Wittke approaches each bout with a serene 

confidence, waiting for the precise moment to strike. His 

ability to stay composed under pressure transforms every 

match into a showcase of calculated precision and timing.

In training and competition, Wittke’s methodical approach and 

mental clarity set him apart, ensuring he remains focused and 

controlled. Outside the ring, his calm and thoughtful nature 

earn him admiration and respect. 

Renke’s career is a testament to the power of calm and the 

strategic advantage of patience in the sport of boxing. 



BOXING IS THE TOUGHEST AND 
LONELIEST SPORT IN THE WORLD.

About RenkeFB
M
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Renke was born on June 16, 1994, in Wilhelmshaven. He began 

training in Brazilian jiu-jitsu and kickboxing at the age of six, inspired 

by his father, who was a martial artist. He entered his first 

competitions at eight and went on to become the Hamburg 

champion and a four-time German champion in Allkampf (Combat 

Sambo) by the age of 16.

At 16, Renke started wrestling and soon after began his MMA career. 

By the age of 18, he had won his first of six MMA fights, continuing 

his success until he turned 21, when he switched to boxing. From 21 

to 25, Renke trained at "Der Ritze" in Hamburg, the most famous 

boxing pub in the world, and achieved 34 boxing victories until the 

COVID-19 pandemic halted competitions.

During the pandemic, Renke studied physiology. After earning his 

bachelor's degree, he decided to move to Malta. 



A CHAMPION IS SOMEONE 
WHO GETS UP WHEN HE 
CAN’T

About us

Just a week after relocating, he accepted a short-notice fight 

and won by knockout in the second round. Five weeks later, he 

secured another victory in just 34 seconds of the first round. 

Encouraged by these successes, Renke and his management 

team, Foxbury, decided to pursue a professional boxing career.

PLAY VIDEO
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5MAUQfn0Uc&t=7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5MAUQfn0Uc&t=9s


AWARDS AND 
ACHIEVEMENTS
At such an early stage in his career, he has 

achieved an incredible amount. His dedication 

and hard work have propelled him to success, 

earning numerous titles and accolades. With 

each fight, he continues to demonstrate 

exceptional skill and determination, setting a 

high standard in the boxing community

READ MORE
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1st
About us

Fights 
Winning strike

Fight KO
2nd round in Nurnberg

Knockouts over
More winnings to come

KO
first round in Kulmbach

https://foxburymanagement.com/?blogcategory=Fights


OUR COLLABS 

DOCTOR ON RING

Insights into importance of the 

Fighters' Medical Care

INTERVIEW

SPONSORS COLLABS

Partnering with top specialists to 

promote health and safety in boxing.d 

promoting health and safty in 

regarding to boxing

MULTIPLE SPONSORS COLLABS

SPORT INITIATIVE

We partner with top sports clubs to 

promote healthy sports routines, 

ensuring athletes achieve peak 

performance safely and effectively.

PROMOTING SPORT ROUTINE
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https://foxburymanagement.com/foxbury-management-ltd/f/insights-into-the-fighters-medical-care
https://foxburymanagement.com/foxbury-management-ltd/f/choosing-the-right-sports-club-and-coach-in-boxing


CHAMPIONS AREN'T 
MADE IN GYMS

About us

Champions are made from something they have deep inside them- a 

desire, a dream, a vision. They have to have the skill, and the will. 

— Muhammad Ali

BEST FIGHT 

VIDEO
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https://www.instagram.com/p/C7judUdIyXE/
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OUR TRAINER 
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COACH BEN
Box Trainer

Team

ABOUT
Insights With many years in the ring 

industry, Coach Ben brings a wealth of 

experience, skill, and unyielding 

dedication to his role. 

training sessions are intense, 

demanding, but always infused with 

his infectious energy and positivity. 

Read more

ABOUT

https://www.instagram.com/p/C76u_ehI91P/?img_index=1
https://www.instagram.com/_coach_ben/


RENKE SKILLS
Fighter

FIGHT 5 / 5

4 / 5STRAIGHT

JAB 5 / 5

Fight perks

Our boxer exhibits extraordinary skills in the ring, demonstrating 

impeccable precision with lightning-fast jabs that keep opponents off 

balance. Their straight punches are delivered with immense power and 

accuracy, capable of turning the tide of any fight. Their overall fighting 

technique is a testament to years of dedicated training and strategic 

mastery, making them a formidable force in the boxing world.



MEET OUR MANAGEMENT TEAM
Team

SARAH FOX
Operational Manager

RICHARD FOX
Strategic direction and growth

IAN PENDLEBURY
Sport Experience
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READ MORE

https://foxburymanagement.com/foxbury-management-ltd/f/introducing-our-leadership-team


PROFI BOXING GALA
Dr.-Stammberger-Halle in 

Kulmbach

01/06/2024

WON

OUR AMAZING PORTFOLIO
Fights

FIGHT NIGHT
Kia Metropol Arena, Nurnberg, 

Germany

27/04/2024

WON

FIGHT NIGHT

Motospace Dubai Investment 

Park

19/07/2024

COMING

MORE TO COME
Follow another victories

STAY UPDATED

https://foxburymanagement.com/foxbury-management-ltd/f/victory-in-nuremberg-renke-drago-wittkes-triumph
https://foxburymanagement.com/foxbury-management-ltd/f/renke-drago-wittkes-victory-in-kulmbach
https://www.eventim.de/en/event/profi-boxgala-by-illyrian-boxing-e-v-dr-stammberger-halle-18653726/?affiliate=TUG
https://foxburymanagement.com/


UPCOMING Fights
Schedule
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Start  7 PM

End  Late19 JULY 
2024

FIGHT NIGHT 
MOTOSPACE INVESTMENT PARK
Place: DUBAI 

JOIN US!

Start 7 PM  

End Late27JULY
 2024

SOON
Place: MACEDONIA

Start 7 PM

End Late27 SEPT
2024

SOON
Place: MALTA

SOON

SOON

http://https/www.eventim.de/en/event/profi-boxgala-by-illyrian-boxing-e-v-dr-stammberger-halle-18653726/?affiliate=TUG
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DRAGO VS KESIC98%

BOXING MATCH LINE
Last fights

KO after 36 seconds in the first round in Kulmbach – 

main fight. 

DRAGO VS KNEZEVIC89%
Victory in first professional fight by knockout in the 

2nd round in Nuremberg.
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FBM BOXING ACHIEVEMENTS AGENDA

FOXBURYMANAGEMENT PRESENT

RENKE WITTKE



STRENGTH ANALYSIS

RAPID REFLEXES
The fighter's exceptional speed allows them to initiate attacks swiftly and 

evade opponents' strikes effectively, creating opportunities to control the 

pace of the fight and catch opponents off guard. 

POWERFUL STRIKES
With exceptional strength, the fighter delivers devastating 

punches and kicks that can penetrate defenses and incapacitate 

opponents, asserting dominance in close-quarters combat.

ENDURING STAMINA
Their remarkable endurance allows the fighter to maintain peak 

performance over extended periods, outlasting opponents and 

demonstrating unwavering determination throughout the 

entirety of the match.

Swot



WEAKNESS ANALYSIS 
THERE ARE NONE

LIMITED REACH
Despite having a shorter reach, the boxer's ability to close the distance 

quickly showcases their agility and adaptability. This can surprise 

opponents who rely on their reach advantage, as the boxer maneuvers 

skillfully to deliver swift and unpredictable combinations up close.

OVERLY CALM
While excessive aggression may expose vulnerabilities, calm demonstrates 

the boxer's confidence and assertiveness in the ring. This demeanor can 

unsettle opponents, forcing them into defensive positions and creating 

openings for powerful counter-attacks. 

SUSCEPTIBLE TO BODY SHOTS
Acknowledging this vulnerability motivates the boxer to refine their defensive 

strategies and strengthen their conditioning. By focusing on core strength and 

endurance, they not only improve their ability to absorb body shots but also enhance 

their overall resilience and stamina throughout the fight. This dedication to 

improvement can ultimately make them a more well-rounded and formidable 

opponent.

Swot



OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS
CALM AND STRATEGIC APPROACH
The fighter's composed and strategic approach in the ring presents an 

opportunity to attract a broad audience appreciative of tactical mastery. This 

demeanor enhances their appeal to sponsors and media, positioning them as a 

reliable contender capable of maintaining control and adapting to various 

opponents.

EXPERTISE IN CLOSE-QUARTERS COMBAT
Specializing in close-quarters combat showcases the fighter's versatility and ability 

to excel in intense exchanges. This skill set appeals to fans who admire technical 

proficiency and resilience, offering opportunities for increased fan engagement 

and endorsement opportunities.

COMMITMENT TO CONDITIONING AND RESILIENCE
By prioritizing conditioning and resilience, the fighter minimizes vulnerabilities 

such as susceptibility to body shots. This proactive approach not only extends 

their career but also strengthens their competitive edge, making them an 

attractive investment for stakeholders seeking long-term returns on a durable and 

consistently performing athlete.

Swot



PROFESSIONAL THREAT 
ANALYSIS

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
The fighter faces threats from skilled competitors within their weight class who 

possess diverse fighting styles and experience levels. Understanding and adapting to 

these competitors' strategies is crucial to maintaining a competitive edge in the sport.

INJURIES AND HEALTH RISKS
The physical demands of professional fighting pose significant threats in terms of 

injuries and long-term health risks. Mitigating these threats requires robust training 

protocols, medical support, and careful management of the fighter's physical well-being.

MARKETABILITY AND PROMOTION
In a competitive sports market, the fighter's ability to attract sponsors, secure lucrative fights, 

and maintain fan interest is essential. Threats include fluctuations in market demand, changes 

in public perception, and the emergence of new competitors or entertainment options that 

could divert attention and resources away from the fighter.

Swot



DATE OPPONET LOCATION RESUL
T

27/04/2024 Drago Kesic debut Metropol Arena, Nurnberg, Germany KO

01/06/2024 Drago Knezevic 1 0 0 Dr.-Stammberger-Halle in Kulmbach KO

19/07/2024 Ongoing Motospace Dubai Investment Park, 
Dubai X

27/07/2024 Ongoing Fight Night @ Tetovo Macedonia X

27/09/2024 Ongoing Fight Night @ Intercontinental, Malta X
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PROFESSIONAL 
RECORD

Biography

DUBAI 

RECENT FIGHT

x

x



Join Renke on social media to dive into their 

world of professional boxing. Follow for 

exclusive behind-the-scenes content, live 

updates from fights and training, and stay 

connected with upcoming events. Engage 

directly with [Boxer's Name] and fellow fans, 

and be part of the exciting journey towards 

greatness in the ring!"

 

GET IN TOUCH 
WITH LEGEND IN 
OUR APPS

Socials

https://www.instagram.com/dragoofficiall/


GET MANAGEMENT 
CONNECTION IN OUR APPS

Socials

Join our social media for the latest news and updates!

INSTAGRAM
Follow our management team on social media to gain insider 

access to behind-the-scenes insights, training strategies, and 

updates on our boxer's career progression and upcoming fights. 

PAGE
Explore our company's official webpage to discover comprehensive 

insights into our boxer's journey. Stay updated with the latest 

news, upcoming events, and exclusive content. Engage directly with 

our team and join the community supporting our boxer's path to 

success.

https://www.instagram.com/foxburymanagement/
https://foxburymanagement.com/


SEE THE FIGHT 
CHAMPIONSHIP IN 
OUR SITE

Fights

Visit our YouTube channel for exclusive insights into our boxer's 

journey. Dive into training sessions, fight highlights, and behind-

the-scenes content that captures the excitement of professional 

boxing.

FOLLOW HERE

https://www.youtube.com/@Foxburymanagement


BECOME SPONSOR
OF OUR CHAMPION

CONTACT US

Become a sponsor for our champion and align your 

brand with excellence in professional boxing. Join 

us in supporting a rising star with a promising 

future, gaining visibility and recognition among our 

passionate audience and beyond.
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FBM BOXING ACHIEVEMENTS AGENDA

Join us!

https://foxburymanagement.com/


CALL US 10 AM /21 PM

Phone: +44 7909 331769 / +356 7969 9766

PORTOMASO

MALTA
WORKING HOURS

DAILY: 10 AM – 9 PM
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